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Abstract

Relative to his significance and his contribution to the intellectual life of

the twentieth century, the thought of the Dutch scholar Gerardus van der

.Leeuw (1890-1950) has not been much investigated. This lack ofstudy, along

with the failure to situate van der Leeuw in his Dutch context and the failure

to explore the various sides of his versatile career and vast corpus, has led to

much II'jsunderstanding of his life and thought. Van der Leeu\\" is most often

thought of by scholars as a phenomenologist of religion - the side of his work

for which he became internationally famous. Little, however, is generaily

knO\l?Il about his other pursuits, especially his devotion to Christian theology.

In light of this situation, this study attempts to contextuaHze and investigate

van der Leeuw's thought by asking the question: How did van der Leeuw

conceive the study of religion, the nature of theology and the~r relationship?

It argues that although he has been widely assumed to be principally a

phenomenologist of religion, van der Leeuw should be understood first and

foremost as a Christian theologian, which entails paying close attention to his

virtually ignored book Inleiding tot de theologie (Introduction to theology),

where he most carefully articulated his conception of Christian theology
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as well as his view of the integral relationship between Christian theology

and the study of religion. As both a scholar of religion and a Christian

theologian, moreover, van der Leeuw's conception of theology stands out -

especially in terms of his view of the relationship between theology and the

study of religion, which is one of the most comprehensive and sophisticated

such views set forth in the twentieth century.
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Es sind die undurchschauten Vorurteile, deren Herrschaft uns gegen die in
der Uberlieferung sprechende Sache taub macht.

Hans-Georg Gadamer

For oblivion ofeternity, or, in other words, estrangement from man'5 deepest
desire and therewith from the primary issues, is the price which modern
man had to pay, from the very beginning, for attempting to be absolutely
sovereign, to become the master and owner of nature, to conquer chance.

Leo Strauss
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Foreword

The following study of the thought of the Dutch scholar Gerardus van der

Leeuw (1890-1950) requires 0. few words of a prefatory nature. Very much in

the spirit of the European Renaissance tradition, van cler Leeuw was engaged

in a number of pursuits simultaneously: he was a pastor, a professor of the

study of religion, a professor of Christian theology, an aesthete, a liturgist

and a politician. Because the details of his life and career are not well-known

to English speakers, I begin this study (Chapter One) with an interpretive

~ketch of van der Leeuw's biography. Next, I offer ·an account of his work's

reception and his scholarly influence. In the process, I review the present

state of van der Leeuw scholarship. Following this, I outline the plan of the

rest of work in some detail. As I thus note in the last. part of Chapter One,

the present study is an attempt to answer the question: How did van der

Leeuw conceive the study of religion, the nature of Christian theology and

their relationship?

Y The next chapter (Chapter Two) is dedicated to giving an account of

van der Leeuw's view of the study of religion (Dutch godsdienstwetenschap,
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2 Foreword

German Rdigionswissenschafl), This in itself is no small task, To make

such a presentation involves study of van der Leeuw's intellectual milieu

and intellectual debts. Such a presentation further involves reading almost

all of "an der Leeuw's extremely large corpus (in Dutch, German, French and

English - in descending order of quantitative significance)l and selecting

those writings which address the matter of the nature of the study of religion.

Few scholars ha"e investigated "an del' Leeuw's view oCthe study of religion

in any detail; as a result~ his view of it is not well known, Hence, I attempt

in Chapter Two to allow van del' Leeuw to speak for himself, Those who

read what I ha"e written will in all likelihood be listening to this great Dutch

scholar for the first time - at least on a illlluber of topics. Chapter Two

thus has the nature of what might R.~called a 04pointed narrative."2 After
~

a brief presentation of the views of those scholars involved in""the study of

religion on whose work van del' Leeu\\' drew, I present. his view of religion

and his conception of the study of religion, In the course of the latter, I

discuss his view of the history of the st.udy of ft"ligion, his view of "primith'e

mentality," his view of the subdivisions found within the study of religion

and his view of method in the study of religion - especially phenomenology

of religion,

The following chapter (Chapter Three) seeks to give an account of van

1All English translations Crom Dutch, German and French sources in this stud)' are
"*' own,

:!) am indebted to ProCessor Gerard Vallee for this term.
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































